We present a lattice Boltzmann (LB) model for the simulation of hemodynamic°ows in the presence of compliant walls. The new scheme is based on the use of a continuous bounce-back boundary condition, as combined with a dynamic constitutive relation between the°ow pressure at the wall and the resulting wall deformation. The method is demonstrated for the case of two-dimensional (axisymmetric) pulsatile°ows, showing clear evidence of elastic wave propagation of the wall perturbation in response to the°uid pressure. The extension of the present two-dimensional axisymmetric formulation to more general three-dimensional geometries is currently under investigation.
Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases are the most common cause of death in the European Union 1 and in the industrialized world in general. There is considerable evidence that the development of such diseases is, to a great extent, linked to the characteristics of the blood°ow and, in particular, to the arterial wall sti®ening. 2 lattice Boltzmann (LB) method. 18, 19 This method has been applied to a broad variety of complex°ows, 20 including°uid-structure interactions problems. 9,10,12,14,21À23 Within the LB framework, the method proposed by Fang et al. 21, 22 provides conditions for elastic and moving boundaries. In this approach, virtual distribution functions at the boundary are introduced. The velocity at boundary nodes required to compute these virtual distribution functions is obtained by quadratic interpolation or extrapolation. This method has been successfully applied to LB simulations in two-dimensional elastic tubes by Hoekstra et al. 23 It is accurate, but not appropriate for large simulations running in parallel because of the quadratic extrapolations and the fact that nodes change from the solid domain to the°uid domain and vice versa. 10 Another modi¯cation of the LB scheme to model coupled°uid-structure problems has been proposed by Krafczyk et al. 14 It is based on the work of Ladd, who presented a general technique for the simulation of°uid-particle interactions. 24 The method is a combination of the LB equation for the°uid domain and Newtonian dynamics of the solid particles. It allows to determine the interaction between°uid and solid boundary by directly using the LB variables. Krafczyk et al. applied the method to study the°uid-structure system of moving lea°ets of an arti¯cial heart valve driven by physiological blood°ow. 14 Other numerical simulations using the method of Ladd have been carried out. 25, 26 Chopard and Marconi 9 modeled the°uid-wall interaction based on local exchange of momentum between solid and°uid particles. Their method di®ers from that in Ref. 24 , in which the solid particles immersed in the°uid are rigid, and allows to model solid, deformable particles suspended in a°uid by using the LB method, for both the°uid and the solid phase. An approach coupling the LB model (for the°uid) with a lattice spring model (for the compliant wall) has been proposed by Buxton et al. 12 A network of \springs" which are connected to each other describes the interaction. A major advantage of a lattice spring model is its computational e±ciency. 12 E±cient computing is also provided by the approach of Doctors et al. 10 who performed LB simulations of pulsatile°uid°ow in three-dimensional elastic pipes. Their method is \based on estimating the distances from sites at the edge of the simulation box to the wall along the lattice directions from the displacement of the closest point on the wall and the curvature there, followed by application of a nonequilibrium extrapolation method." 10 Quite recently, Leitner 8 proposed a simple method for modeling elastic vessel walls in LB simulations of arterial blood°ow. The method is similar to the Cartesian cut cells approach mentioned above. The wall displacement is based on the local pressure and involves transmural pressure corresponding to the pressure needed to balance the restoring forces from the elastic wall and to maintain this wall in equilibrium. The method presented by Leitner does not treat a realistic°uid-structure interaction, since it does not include the feedback from the wall to the°uid. Nevertheless, it provides satisfactory results for simulations of blood°ow in artery segments, by keeping the numerical algorithm simple and robust. Inevitably, the method presents some drawbacks, for instance the fact that the wall cannot be displaced by less than one single lattice unit of the underlying grid. This stepwise wall displacement is a source of signi¯cant discretization errors, which may compromise the accuracy of the simulation. This paper presents a simple and accurate method for incompressible°ow through distensible tubes. Most of the material included here has been developed in an extended form in Ref. 27 , and the reader is referred to it for more details. The present work introduces a novel boundary condition allowing a continuous displacement of the wall, as opposed to the aforementioned step-wise motion. The modeling of the elastic wall is kept fully local, hence basically as simple as Leitner's method, thereby preserving the e±ciency of the LB algorithm.
A signi¯cant advantage of the present approach is that it can also be used for simulating the blood°ow through stents, i.e. wire metal meshes inserted into a narrowed artery to prevent its occlusion. 28 Due to the geometry and the di®erent sti®ness properties of the stent, separation and local recirculation can occur near the stented region. It is well recognized that such a recirculation may cause a re-narrowing of the artery, the so-called in-stent restenosis, which is a pathological process often occurring after stent implantation. 29 E±cient methods to simulate the blood°o w through stents are therefore of particular interest, to gain a deeper understanding of the physiological features of stented arteries.
The LB Method for Fluid Flows
The LB method is a mesoscopic approach to solve the NavierÀStokes equations starting from a minimal form of the Boltzmann kinetic equation. It describes the evolution of¯ctitious lumps of particles on nodes of a regular lattice with spacing Áx. The main variables are the distribution functions f i ðx; c i ; tÞ (also called populations) which denote the probability of¯nding at time t a particle located at site x and traveling along the lattice links in direction i, with the speed c i . Starting from an initial state, the populations evolve at every time-step through two consecutive substeps: (a) collision, describing the interaction of particles at a node, and (b) streaming, in which each particle is propagated to the neighboring node, based on the direction of its discrete velocity c i . A more detailed introduction to the LB method can be found in Refs. 18, 30 and 31.
The LB method is a valuable alternative to numerical methods based on the solution of the NavierÀStokes equations of continuum mechanics. Many authors have successfully and extensively applied LB models in hemodynamics.
22,32À34
We assume here the°ow to be Newtonian and use a D2Q9 model (two spatial dimensions, nine discrete speeds; see Fig. 1 ). The dynamics of the°ow¯eld is computed on the basis of the LB equation, with single-time relaxation collision operator:
ð2:1Þ
with Át being the time-step, taken equal to one in lattice units and ! the relaxation frequency. The right-hand side of Eq. (2.1) represents molecular collisions through a relaxation towards a local equilibrium f eq i , which is given by a truncated MaxwellÀBoltzmann distribution and expressed as: where c i is a set of discrete velocities connecting a mesh node to the mesh neighbors and a null vector for the case i ¼ 0 (rest particle). A crucial aspect of hemodynamics in compliant vessels regards the modeling and control of the propagation of pressure waves traveling along the system. It is well known that two ingredients determine the speed and dispersion of a traveling wave, the wall distensibility and the°uid density . 35 To appreciate this, let us consider the ideal case of an incompressible inviscid°uid in a distensible tube, subject to a small pressure perturbation. The 1D continuity and momentum equation reads as follows:
where A denotes the cross-sectional area, u the cross-section averaged longitudinal velocity and p the pressure. By supposing a circular cross-sectional area A ¼ R 2 and linearizing the previous equations, the combination of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) provides the wave equation for Rðx; tÞ:
with the associated wave speed c w ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi p 1 , being ¼ 1 A dA dp the wall distensibility, which involves both wall and°uid properties. Physiological values are typically c w $ 5À10 m/s. 35 By the further assumption of a thin wall (with wall thickness h) that behaves as a linearly elastic isotropic Hookean body (with Young modulus E), the MoensÀKorteweg formula c w ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi p Eh 2R is easily derived. 35 In real cases, however, deviations from ideality stem from the°uid viscosity and the wall viscoelasticity and, as a result of these viscous losses, the wall oscillations are damped.
Given the above discussion, in our treatment we model the deformation of the elastic wave explicitly, with a velocity that depends on the local°uid density. The°uid response to compression couples with the wall deformation via a constitutive relation for the transmural pressure, speci¯ed later on, and with the propagation speed of the elastic wave. In LB practical implementations, however, we consider the°uid as compressible and viscous. Moreover, it is important to control the speed of propagation of the sound wave, in order to avoid high-frequency sonic re°ections at the outlet, that eventually destabilize the numerical scheme. To this purpose, we introduce a body force on the R.H.S. of Eq. (2.1) which produces a variable speed of sound 36, 37 :
As a matter of fact, the tunable parameter in the forcing term of Eq. (2.8) controls the°u id sound speed c s ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi p 1 3 À . For example, c s 2 ½0; 2= ffiffi ffi 3 p for 2 ½À1; 1=3. By the ChapmanÀEnskog asymptotic expansion, the NavierÀStokes equations for a weakly compressible°uid are derived: Inlet and outlet°uid boundaries impose a¯xed pressure, according to the popular ZouÀHe procedure. 38 The procedure prescribes the o®-equilibrium components of the incoming population according to the following relation:
where " i refers to the opposite/conjugate discrete directions (c" i ¼ Àc i ). Being explicit, such scheme is particularly simple to implement and robust for small and intermediate Reynolds numbers. Full details are found in Ref. 38 .
Modeling the Moving Wall
We have developed a simple approach to model the elastic vessel that keeps the parametrization of the wall to a bare minimum. The modeling is inspired by the work of Leitner 8 and acts strictly locally, in the spirit of the LB method. In this way, the complexity of the algorithm is kept at a manageable level.
In a 2D Cartesian reference system, let us consider a rectangular domain of dimensions N x Â N y , where N x and N y are the number of lattice nodes in direction x and y, respectively. In the modeling of the vessel wall, the nodes of the lattice can have two di®erent states:°uid, representing the blood°owing in the vessel, and solid, denoting the tissue of the vessel. Di®erently than in Ref. 8 , the vessel, wall is generally not located on the solid nodes but in between°uid and solid nodes. All nodes that are not°uid are by default solid ones. The approach does not require cellular automata as used in Leitner's method to avoid the rupture of the vessel wall. The displacement of the wall is modeled by changing the type of a node À À À from solid to°uid for an expansion and vice versa for an inwards displacement for a contraction. The change of the node type is dependent on the local pressure of the surrounding°uid nodes. Figure 2 illustrates the concept of wall displacement based on node type changes.
The presented method is an implementation of the hemoelastic feedback system described by Fung 39 which consists of two functional units: an elastic body and a pressure induced°uid mechanism. The vessel is considered as a rigid°uid conduit having a certain shape. The pressure corresponding to the given°ow is applied as load on the elastic vessel which is treated as an elastic body in terms of elasticity theory. The result of the computation is then used to update the wall shape of the vessel.
New°uid nodes need to be initialized with values of the density and the velocity u based on the populations f i belonging to the neighboring°uid nodes. In order to determine the missing populations at node ðx; yÞ, three separate cases shown in Fig. 3 can occur:
. If the neighboring nodes of ðx; yÞ in direction i and opposite direction " i are both solid, f i and f" i are set to their equilibrium value f eq i and f eq " i , respectively. . If the neighboring nodes of ðx; yÞ in direction i and " i are both°uid, f i and f" i are obtained from the LB propagation scheme.
. If the neighboring node in direction i is°uid and the neighboring node in direction " i is solid, f" i is obtained from the LB propagation step and f i is computed using a completion rule for the nonequilibrium part of the population, Eq. (2.10).
Mass conservation is imposed when nodes change their type, through a local rescaling procedure. It takes into account only the nearest neighbors of the node changing its state. At expansion, mass density is redistributed in the following way: let ðx; yÞ be a node changing its from solid to°uid and P nb the sum of the densities at°uid nodes neighboring node ðx; yÞ. After initializing the new°uid node ðx; yÞ as described above, its populations and those from the neighboring°uid nodes are rescaled by the factor old local mass new local mass ¼
Density and velocity are computed based on these new populations. Note that, being u ¼ 0 at the new node appearing in proximity of the wall, momentum is also conserved. Similarly, mass is redistributed locally when a°uid node changes its state from°u id to solid (contraction) and all°uid nodes surrounding the disappearing°uid node are rescaled by a scaling factor >1.
We remark that, compared to the method proposed in Refs. 8 and 32, where a new°u id node is initialized with the equilibrium populations, our procedure includes the nonequilibrium component which becomes preeminent in proximity of the wall. In the follow-up we will show that such a choice guarantees a continuous dynamics and robust numerical scheme in the wall region.
Continuous wall displacement
The continuous bounce-back boundary condition is based on combining the bounceback scheme with spatial interpolations. This method was¯rst introduced by Bouzidi et al. 40 and later extended in Ref. 41 . The wall can be placed arbitrarily between°u id and solid nodes, i.e. at an arbitrary distance from the last°uid node in a given direction. The unknown populations are then computed by using interpolations and the bounce-back rule.
In this work, a linear interpolation scheme will be used to determine the unknown populations near the wall with directions pointing into the°uid domain. For quadratic interpolation formulas, the reader is referred to Refs. 40 and 41. The wall is imagined to be located at a certain distance q from the last°uid node (Fig. 4) . In the following it will be termed virtual wall because it only represents the interface between solid and°uid domain. The lattice spacing Áx is set to one; thus, q ranges between zero and one. If q ¼ 1=2, the normal bounce-back rule is recovered (halfway bounce-back on the link). Let x j be a°uid node such that x s ¼ x j þ c i is a solid node and let " i denote the opposite direction of i (thus, c" i ¼ Àc i ). For the unknown populations at node x j , the following linear interpolation is used.
f
where the star denotes the post-collisional state. For the exact wall boundary location, the bounce-back scheme in combination with spatial interpolation 40 (continuous bounce-back boundary condition) is applied to reduce discretization errors. The linear interpolation given by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) is used to determine the unknown populations near the wall with directions pointing into the°uid domain. It is applied to all lattice links crossing the virtual wall. The method allows a continuous displacement of the wall because the wall can be placed anywhere between°uid and solid nodes.
In the simulations, two arrays of q-values are used, one for the lower and one for the upper boundary. Thus, for every°uid node ðx; y b Þ next to a boundary, q b ðxÞ ¼ qðx; y b Þ determines the distance from node ðx; y b Þ to the wall. Here, the subscript in y b speci¯es whether the lower boundary (b ¼ lower) or the upper boundary (b ¼ upper) is considered. For the sake of simplicity, the subscript is omitted if not necessary to specify which boundary is considered.
The parameter q of a certain node next to the boundary is linked to the pressure at this node. More details about the exact relationship between q and the pressure are described further down. The approach of coupling q with the pressure and using continuous bounce-back boundary conditions allows a more gradual displacement of the (virtual) wall instead of moving it by one lattice unit within a single time-step. 42 Once q b are computed, the virtual radius RðxÞ at a position x of the channel is introduced to specify the exact distance of the wall from the centerline of the channel. It can be computed in the following way:
RðxÞ ¼ q upper ðxÞ þ ðy upper ðxÞ À y lower ðxÞÞ þ q lower ðxÞ 2 : ð3:3Þ
Pressure À À À radius relationship
The change of node type is dependent on the local pressure surrounding a considered node. Subject to this pressure, the wall is displaced. Transmural pressures p tm are assigned to each node, increasing with the distance from the vessel centerline. Nodes located further away from the centerline have a higher values of p tm , so that a higher pressure is needed for an outwards displacement of the wall, i.e. for changing the type of a node from solid to°uid.
For simplicity, a linear relationship between the transmural pressure p tm and the vessel radius R is assumed, similar to the one of the pulmonary blood vessels, 39 reading
Here, is a compliance constant (incorporating Young modulus, wall thickness and other physical properties) and p 0 ¼ pðR 0 Þ is the pressure corresponding to R 0 in equilibrium (no-°ow conditions). The relation (3.4) constitutes a good approximation of wall properties for large arteries, 23 with the°uid and transmural pressures trying to achieve a mechanical balance. 10 In the literature, other nonlinear relations between pressure and radius are available 13, 43 and the present method can be easily extended to them.
In the algorithm, the transmural pressures are assigned to each node. The criterion for changing the type of a node is related to the parameter q of the continuous bounce-back boundary condition. Let pðx; y b Þ denote the current pressure at a°uid node ðx; y b Þ next to the wall and p tm ðx; y b Þ the transmural pressure at this node. The di®erence to the transmural pressure of the neighboring node (in y-direction) is given by the parameter in the linear pressure-radius relationship. At every time-step, the parameter q is updated based on the following relationship. .7)). In other words, by Eq. (3.5), q changes locally in space and time due to the pressure and to the wall elastic displacement. This creates a bi-directional feedback on the wall arising from the local value of the°uid density. The value of q determines whether a node type change occurs or not. If qðx; y b Þ becomes greater than one because of a large raise of pressure, the solid node next to ðx; y b Þ changes its state to°uid. On the other way around, if qðx; y b Þ falls below zero because of a large pressure drop, the node ðx; y b Þ changes its state from°uid to solid.
As soon as a node type change occurs (say when q > 1 or q < 0), q has to be reset to a value between zero and one. This is done as follows. If q exceeds one, thus q ¼ 1 þ Áq with Áq > 0, the new q is set to Áq if Áq < 1 and set to one if Áq > 1. In a similar way, if q falls below zero, thus q ¼ ÀÁq with Áq > 0, the new q is set to ð1 À ÁqÞ if Áq < 1, and set to zero if Áq > 1.
The pro¯les of the vessel radius for di®erent compliances and in stationary°ow conditions are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The data are compared with the functional form RðxÞ ¼ ðc 0 x þ c 1 Þ 1=5 , with c 0 and c 1 two¯tted parameters, being the solution of the one-dimensional NavierÀStokes equation in the absence of logarithmic dependence of the radius. 3 The¯tted curves show a satisfactory match with the LB pro¯les, lending good con¯dence on the accuracy of the LB scheme in steady conditions. In the following, we will move our analysis to the time-domain.
Windkessel closure
To overcome the problem caused by the out°ow boundary condition prescribing a constant pressure, alternative boundary conditions are possible. Actually, in distributed models of blood°ow, the peripheral circulation is often considered as a distal boundary condition for the arterial system. As a representation for the impedance at the end of the considered vessel, the Windkessel model is used for the description of the arterial termination and, properly validated, can avoid spurious re°ections at the outlet, especially in time-dependent problems. 44 In the same spirit, instead of imposing constant pressure at the outlet, we apply a two-element Windkessel model to determine the instantaneous pressure in that region. We consider a peripheral termination of the vessel described by the following pressure-°ow relation 45 :
where Q is the out°ow and p is the arterial pressure, R represents the peripheral resistance and C the peripheral compliance. To determine the pressure p out at the outlet, a forward Euler method with a unit time-step is used to integrate Eq. (3.7), yielding: Since p out is updated at every time instant by virtue of Eq. (3.8), the radius of the out°ow section changes as well, which gives a more realistic boundary condition as arising from the properties of the arterial periphery. We studied the response of the system either to a pulse, prescribed by
tÀt pulse 2T Þ 2 , where A ¼ 0:07 and T ¼ 10 are the amplitude and the width of the pulse, and to a sinusoidal wave of the same amplitude A and period T . The symbol " ¼ 1:0 denotes the density of the°uid at rest and t pulse ¼ 10 000 is the time when the pulse reaches its maximum.
A number of test simulations have been carried out to calibrate C and R for a channel with initial dimensions 500 Â 40 embedded in a computational domain of dimensions 500 Â 60. The°uid viscosity is chosen to be ¼ 1=6 and the compliance constant ¼ 0:003.
The presence of a fast sound wave with speed c ¼ 1= ffiffi ffi 3 p (corresponding to ¼ 0 in Eq. (2.8)) requires a¯ne tuning of the C and R parameters. In particular, we tried several combinations and acceptable results with negligible oscillations were achieved for C ¼ 10 4 and R ¼ 0:5. Vice versa, for a slower sound wave ( ! 1=3) we obtained a much well-behaved response, with the quality of the results being rather independent of the parameters C and R.
Results
Several numerical experiments have been carried out to show the e®ectiveness of our approach. Readers interested in code optimization and performance of LB algorithms are referred to other authors. 46À48 Although the focus is on the feasibility of the methodology, the overall algorithm is proved to be computationally e±cient as in a standard LB method, since it does not explicitly account for the wall structure equations. The structure is modeled through its indirect e®ect on the°uid and the developed approach remains local, which makes it suitable and attractive for parallel computing.
In the simulations, the calculations are based on the LB equation with single relaxation time over the D2Q9 lattice (Fig. 1) and LB units are used if not otherwise speci¯ed, with Re ' 10 À2 . Figure 6 (a) illustrates the behavior of the channel radius once a pulse signal is injected from the inlet. The channel response to the \°icked" signal shows a faster wavefront carried by the sound wave that rapidly decays to build-up the characteristic shape. Due to the Windkessel¯lter, no sonic re°ection exhibits at the outlet. The sound wave is soon followed by the slower elastic pulse that propagates at constant speed and shape. The computed numerical speed matches the assigned c w . Figure 6 (b) illustrates the response of the channel radius to a sinusoidal in°ow: after an initial transient, the travelling wave is clearly visible. Here again, there is no substantial sonic re°ection from the wall. The evolution of the system pressure and velocity at midchannel position is shown in Fig. 7 , exhibiting the nontrivial evolution of the°uid variables as the radius deforms. The continuous evolution of the latter are further evaluated in proximity of the walls, in order to appreciate any discontinuity due to the mesh nodes dynamical labeling. Figure 8 displays and u x at a°uid node near the wall. In all cases, the peak values repeat at same frequency. The¯rst peak should not be taken into consideration because expansion and contraction are allowed for t > 1000, when fully developed°ow is guaranteed.
Di®erently than the results with classical halfway bounce-back on the link boundary condition, the solution is free from superposed oscillations or spikes. This is due to the continuous displacement of the wall and to the fact that the LB populations are updated several times before a node change occurs. Figure 9 reports the time evolution of the velocity¯eld for the pulse signal. The sound wave carries an intense velocity¯eld, and is followed by a slower elastic wave. By virtue of the local expansion, a locally smaller velocity¯eld is visible. No unphysical oscillations appear in the time histories with an overall smooth response. Figure 10 reports the time evolution of the velocity¯eld for the sinusoidal signal. This has been arti¯cially magni¯ed only for visualization purposes. Similarly to the pulse case, as the sound wave sets in, a modulated elastic wave develops, with velocity¯eld concentrated where the vessel is more compressed as a consequence of the quasi-conserved energy.
Towards Physiological Experiments: Blood Flow Through Stents
In many vascular pathologies, when the arterial lumen is extremely reduced (stenosis), the stenting methodology is successfully employed since many decades. It is based on the implant of a tubular endoprosthesis (stent) to re-open and support the arterial wall. Despite its complex geometrical structure and a variety of mechanical characteristics, a stent can be schematically represented as a sti® cylindrical wiremesh placed in the vessel to prevent or to correct narrowing of the section. 4 Although the stent implantation changes the geometry of the vessel and consequently induces important disturbances in the local°ow, a relevant e®ect in the wall-°u id interaction is the change of the compliance due to the sudden rising of the elasticity coe±cient, and the features of the propagation. The presented model can easily be applied to a wall with variable elastic properties. Since the stented portion is sti®er than the rest of the vessel, it has a higher sti®ness parameter than the unstented part. Therefore, the idea to model the stent by varying the compliance parameter comes naturally. Instead of taking a constant ¼ 0 in the pressure-radius relationship (3.4), abruptly raises to s > 0 in the sti®er part representing the stent. Thus, varies with x, i.e. ¼ ðxÞ. In order to avoid a discontinuity in ðxÞ at the edges of the stent due to the considerable di®erence between the compliant vessel and the sti®er stented part, is chosen as a rapidly continuously changing function:
Here, is the stent half-length, x Ã is the point around which the stent is centered and ¼
the sti®ness radius. 49 For s ¼ 0 , the compliance parameter of the unstented vessel is recovered. By varying the value of and it is possible to roughly model a number of mechanical properties of stents and the local sti®ening or softening of the artery. The velocity¯eld has a leading sound wave followed by a slower elastic wave, having a minimum velocity in correspondence of the channel expansion.
With ¼ ðxÞ de¯ned by Eq. (5.1), the pressure-radius relationship in Eq. (3.4) and the relationship (3.5) are easily generalized. By this, nodes corresponding to the stented part have higher transmural pressures than nodes representing the unstented vessel wall. As described above, the transmural pressures are coupled to the parameter q of the continuous bounce-back boundary condition as in Eq. (3.5). A channel of dimensions 500 Â 40 is considered, embedded in a computational domain of dimensions 500 Â 60. A stent of length 100 lattice units is imagined to be located in the middle of the vessel, so ¼ 50 and x Ã ¼ 250. The compliance parameter 0 of the unstented part has been chosen to be 0.007. An oscillating pressure is prescribed at the inlet, whereas constant pressure boundary conditions are imposed at the outlet (the coupling LBM/WK not being developed and tested in detail so far). Simulations with di®erent s have been carried out and the ratio between the stented and the unstented maximum deformation at the center of the stented segment has been computed. Figure 11 depicts this ratio as a function of s = 0 . As expected, the ratio decreases with s = 0 and tends asymptotically to the value of the rigid wall.
Conclusions and Perspectives
Summarizing, we have presented a new variant of the LB scheme which permits to handle two-dimensional hemodynamic°ows with distensible walls. Elastic wave propagation along the wall, as a result of°uid-wall coupling is explicitly demonstrated, which, to the best of our knowledge, was not shown before in the framework of LB simulation.
The present approach has shown that in two dimensions the continuous bounceback method, coupled with a constitutive relation, can account for compliant walls. In addition, the propagation of a pressure wave is sustained and controlled by the compressibility of the inner°uid. Such control is nicely achieved in the framework of the current LB scheme.
The central point of the present approach stems from imposing a pressure-area constitutive relation and, at the same time, by circumventing the complication of representing explicitly the elastic wall membrane. The approach is particularly e®ective in the axisymmetric case, but cannot be applied \as is" in a more general situation, where geometrical complexity must be taken into account in full.
The most natural and relevant extension of the present method pertains to the treatment of three-dimensional°ows, in particular for the case of irregular arterial geometries reconstructed from high-resolution tomographic data. When used in conjunction with the LB method, possibly with the further addition of°owing red cells in order to increase the physical realism of the blood representation, the approach has proven very powerful to simulate realistic clinical cases, in a matter of a few CPU hours. 33 The implementation of the continuous bounce-back method to three-dimensional systems is currently under way within the MUPHY software package. 33 The methodological details of the three-dimensional extension will be the object of a future publication.
